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NORTHWESTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE

WHITE PINE
International 
student brings 
zing to NMC

Anime: not 
a Japanese 
cartoon

Get to know what Anime 
really is all about

Local Michigan 
shops online
Want to truly buy 
local7 Check out some 
of these venders

D

We hew to the line; let the chips fall where they may

THE ALL TIME RECORD TEMPERATURE FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH of 77 degrees was broken 
on March 17 and 18, at 82 degrees, and was promptly broken again on the 19, at 83 degrees. Second year VisCom 
student Jennifer Haase skateboards while enjoying the warm weather.

Student Government Association nearly out of funds

I MICHAEL ROBERTSON
Press Staff Writer

During last week’s NMC Student Government Association 
meeting one student group’s proposal for funding was denied—the 
first such veto this academic year, said SGA adviser Lisa Thomas.

The denial of any proposal is rare, and 
always an uncomfortable choice, Thomas 
said, but was necessary given this year’s 
record-setting 45 student groups — a jump 
from last year’s 36 groups. SGA’s budget for 
this semester is roughly $45,000, the majority 
of which is doled out to student organizations 
for their projects and supplies.

Under a tenth of SGA’s budget for the 
semester—$3,901.37—remains, with a few
thousand dollars given to several individual groups. The Engineering 
Club, which has a large building project, walked away with a quarter 
of the budget, or about $10,000.

SGA President Michael Diduch said he is mostly unconcerned. 
Recognizing that most of the budget is, in fact, already spent, he still 
celebrates the number of new student groups. Some of the handouts 
have been rather large, he acknowledged, but all worth the trouble.

"In the future, it should be our job to 
help train and adequately prepare 
student groups and their leaders to 

operate in a sustainable way."

Troy Wilson
Student Government Treasurer

“We haven’t made a bad investment,” Diduch said, adding that 
he is disappointed about the lack of funding available to any new 
student groups that approach.

He agreed with Thomas, who said the 
challenge of balancing the needs of 45 groups 
is a difficult one, and SGA has done quite well 
with it.

But not everyone within SGA is in 
agreement with how funds have been doled 
out this semester. Troy Wilson, SGA treasurer, 
speaks of the organization’s state of affairs 
with particular disdain, expressing equivalent 
displeasure at having so little money remaining

to offer to student groups who approach now.
“We have not been consistent with our decision-making for how 

we’ve been giving the money out,” he said.
SGA leaders in part denied the most recent proposal—presented 

by the Live Poets Society—due to a lack of detail about how the money 
requested would be utilized. They also said during the meeting that the 
group’s listed categories of expenses were simply too vague.

• See SGA on page 2
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Press Photo / DARCY HANSON

ADVANCED AND INDEPENDENT STUDY PAINTING
STUDENTS are exhibiting their work in the Osterlin Library 
through April 12. The paintings can be seen in the circulation 
desk area. Shown above are (left to right) Kim Silvas, Giavanna
LaTorre 
ing thei 
are also

Alyssa Bartz, Eric Endress, and Laura Nickerson prepar- 
canvases. Allison Raymond and Gabe Clark, not shown, 
participating in the exhibit.

Summer semester registration open
Are 15+ credit semesters and a long workweek making it difficult for you to succeed in the 

fields you really want to thrive in? No sweat, take some of those courses over the summer. It’ll 
lighten your semester load, and make it easier for you to get all the credits you need to graduate 
as well as keep a strong GPA. By lightening your load, you’ll have the opportunity focus more 
on fewer courses, which could potentially increase your chances of maintaining a strong GPA, or 
raising it to an even higher level.

NMC offers a broad range of courses over the summer including English composition (ENG 
111 and 112, as well as prerequisites for those courses), Mathematics (all the way up to Calculus 
II), Biology (including Human Anatomy and Physiology I and II, and Human Biology), Physics, 
Chemistry, Psychology, Public Speaking, and much more. No matter what program you’re in, NMC 
offers courses that’ll help get you ahead so that you can finish your program and graduate sooner.

Register online or make an appointed with your academic adviser to take advatage of this 
opportunity.

Maritime instructors recognized
Great Lakes Maritime Academy faculty members Bob Mason and Michael Surgalski were rec

ognized for their achievements and service to the maritime community at the Great Lakes Water
ways Conference held recently in Cleveland.

Deck Instructor Bob Mason was awarded the prestigious Merchant Marine Medal for Out
standing Achievement. The award is presented by the U.S. Maritime Administration to indus
try leaders who have dedicated years of serivce and made an extraordinarily valuable contribution 
to the maritime industry. Deck Instructor and Training Ship State of Michigan Captain Michael 
Surgalski was appointed a captain in the United States Maritime Service.
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SGA continued
Wilson is concerned not about this particular decision, however, but rather how this action 

illustrates funding process inconsistencies. In the past, other groups have been given thousands 
of dollars with equally poor descriptions in their proposals, he said. Despite other factors in this 
instance, including the proposal exceeding the SGA’s remaining budget, he said he finds such 
inconsistencies troublesome. He said SGA struggles with its identity.

Wilson said the question needs to be asked, “What is the SGA’s role with other student 
groups?” It’s certainly not to dole out blank checks on a regular basis, Wilson said.

“We need to avoid being an ATM. Now that we have been acting like one, it is contributing 
to our problems,” he said

Wilson said that of the nine new student groups, only five received startup funds from this 
semester’s budget—and the sum of these funds is still less than that of the Engineering Club’s 
portion. Wilson said he would appreciate student groups follow up on their accepted proposals, 
showing SGA what has been achieved with the money they were granted. Thomas, however, 
finds the distribution of funding to be reasonable. SGA’s budget, she said, is based on a small 
percentage taken from student tuition, and SGA’s duty is to return that money to the student 
body. Each group has its own agenda, and the student government has to decide which groups 
provide the most outlets, opportunities, and academic and personal goals—that is, which ones 
give the most back to the academic and local community.

Certain student groups do require more money to operate. The Engineering Club participates 
in a Baja Race in Alabama, for example, and has to build a car for the race, she said. Thomas also 
notes that student groups are encouraged to present their proposals early on in the semester.

Wilson counters this. As long as student groups do not present their results, SGA can never 
feel entirely secure in funding them, though this generally does not cause a drop in willingness to 
accept proposals.

“There isn’t a mechanism to challenge the way the money is spent other than not to give 
them more the next time they ask,” he said.

While he and Diduch agree that it is not the job of SGA to tell student groups what they 
can and cannot do, Wilson feels that there should be a way to ascertain that money given for a 
specific proposal is used foremost for the content of that proposal. On the other hand, he also 
acknowledged the dangers of denying student groups funding too frequently.

“We don’t want student groups to just fizzle out,” he said. “In the future, it should be 
our job to help train and adequately prepare student groups and their leaders to operate in a 
sustainable way.”

On this point, the president, treasurer, and adviser are in agreement. While SGA is more 
than happy to fund student groups and return money to the student body, they said, student 
groups must become more self-sufficient if SGA is going to be able to continue assisting them. 
Especially for bigger projects, student groups can receive assistance, but they also need to learn to 
raise funds for themselves, they said.

Wilson desires to achieve consistency in funding of student groups, and this will be far 
more easily attained if student groups can learn to accept startup funds and occasional financial 
injections and make more money with what they receive. His wish for the student government: 
“For the future of the SGA, I hope we have a role—a definitive role, and that we don’t change the 
rules as we go along. We should treat all student groups fairly.”
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NEWS BRIEFS On the brink of discovery

I ALEX WALSH
News Editor

Bike trail from TC to Elk Rapids?
TART Trails and the Grand Traverse Regional Land Conservancy 
are conducting an online Community Recreation Survey as a way to 
invite the public to weigh in on what should happen to the U.S. 31 
corridor between the East Bay State Park and Elk Rapids. Possibilities 
for development include a paved bike trail, fishing and hunting access, 
spaces for art and creative activities, skiing and snowshoeing or any other 
suggestions survey respondents may have. The survey may be accessed at 
www.traversetrails.org.

Third Level services by text
Those in need of help can now reach Third Level Crisis Intervention Center 
via text message. The new service is available Mon. through Fri. between 
4 and 8 p.m. by texting “thirdlevel” to 66746. Third Level is a Traverse 
City-based nonprofit that provides crisis, youth and family services and 
counseling, free legal aid, suicide prevention, referrals and more. The text 
service is funded by a grant from the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline. 
Third Level is located at 1022 E. Front Street in Traverse City.- For more 
information, visit www.thirdlevel.org or call 1-800-442-7315 or 922-4800.

International travel shared at Oleson Center
Two more speakers will share their stories of world travel in The Michigan 
Global Awareness Consortium’s three-part lecture series this semester.
On Tues, April 3, Concord Academy executive director David Hill will 
present “The Blessing,” a talk on his experiences working for a Holocaust 
survivor’s dairy farm in Norway. The following week, “The Snowman 
Trek” will be discussed by Susan Sharp, an eighth-grade science teacher 
from Boyne City Middle School. She will speak about her travels on the 
Snowman Trek in western Bhutan, its people, culture and geography. 
Lectures will be at 7 p.m. in the Oleson Center and are free to the public.

NMC BBQ projects announced
The funds expected from the upcoming May 2012 barbecue will go 
to digitization of two volumes of NMC’s history, a ship simulator for 
the Maritime Academy, more casual reading books in Osterlin Library, 
replacement of ash trees around campus, HYPACK software needed by 
Water Studies, the Global Opportunities scholarship fund and more. 
College employees submit proposals to the Northwestern Michigan College 
Barbecue Board for approval. The 57th annual Barbecue will take place on 
the main campus from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on May 20. Buffalo burgers, hot 
dogs, side dishes, beverages and ice cream will be served. Every ticket holder 
will be eligible for prize drawings for two years of general tuition (good for 
ten years) and gift certificates for Extended Education and College for Kids. 
Tickets are $6 in advance or $8 at the BBQ, and are available at www.nmc. 
edu/bbq or through NMC Public Relations and Marketing at 995-1020.

Gift card drawing for NMC Media Survey
The online Media Preference Survey will be open until March 31 and is 
asking participants for the best way in which to communicate with students 
and the public. The survey is free to take, will take about 10 minutes to 
complete, and all input and any personal information provided will only be 
used by NMC. Each participant has a chance to win a $150 Amazon gift 
card. To access the survey, go to www.nmc.edu/survey.

HelpLink calls for volunteers
HelpLink relies largely on volunteers to connect people in need with 
health and human resources free of charge, and as the demand for services 
rises HelpLink is in need of more trained Navigators to assist their 
clients. HelpLink Grand Traverse and their supporting organizations 
serve Antrim, Benzie, Grand Traverse, Kalkaska and Leelanau counties. 
Their Traverse City office is located at 1105 E. Front St. and is open on 
Tues. and Thurs. between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. To reserve a space in future 
training sessions, contact HelpLink Operations Manager Matthew Zerilli 
at 946-6278, 883-2049 or helplinkgt@gmail.com

No one really knows what lies 
underneath the deep abyss of Lake 
Michigan. Nor do we know the 
entire history surrounding French 
exploration in the Great Lakes 
and around the state of Michigan.
With an increasing amount 
shipwrecks being discovered 
in the Northern Michigan 
region, NMC’s archaeology 
club, the Northern Michigan 
Archaeological Society, was 
created to help aspiring collegiate 
archaeologists get their feet wet in 
the field of nautical archaeology, 
as well as create field work 
opportunities for club members.

“There is a story to be told in the history of 
all the things in the Grand Traverse Bay, but we 
don’t know everything that’s there,” said Troy 
Wilson, the president of the Northern Michigan 
Archaeological Society. “How can you protect 
and manage something you don’t know is there 
or if it exists? We’re here to help with that.”

The NMAS started off in January 2012 
as a small group of students who wanted to 
take their interest in archaeology to new level. 
The club now has about 20 members and has 
established connections within the community, 
as well as one archaeologist in particular who 
has gained notoriety for his research and work 
in the excavation process of the Titanic (which 
sank mid-April of 1912): Ken Vrana. Vrana, of 
Maritime Heritage Consulting, and Center for 
Maritime & Underwater Resource Management 
(CMURM), is also the current Director of the 
Isle Royale Institute at Michigan Tech. He was 
quite impressed with the progress the NMAS 
is making and expressed excitement about the 
formation of the only community college- 
sponsored underwater archaeology club in 
Michigan. “There is a vast amount of work that 
needs to be completed on survey and assessment 
of our Great Lakes underwater cultural heritage, 
and the club can bring these opportunities 
to the attention of fellow students as well as 
the communities of northwestern Michigan,” 
said Vrana. “I am impressed by the fact that 
the club is already making connections with 
the precedent-setting underwater archaeology 
program at NMC as well as community 
organizations in the Traverse City area, such 
as the Traverse Bay Underwater Preserve 
Council. I look forward to watching the club 
grow in the years ahead.” Vrana is the head of 
the excavation team for the RMS Titanic.

In addition to providing guidance to the 
NMAS, Vrana is also giving rights to the club 
to republish his inventory book (a book Vrana 
wrote documenting his work experience over 
the past 20 years on shipwrecks and other 
culturally significant resources in the Manitou

NMAS MEMBERS work on a site near the 
Sleeping Bear Dunes.

Passage (near the Sleeping Bear Dunes)). This 
will generate a source of income for the club as 
well as help club members get published and 
enhance their credentials.

The club will also have the unique 
opportunity to take part in the test excavation 
on a site that is believed to be Le Griffon. Le 
Griffon is reported to be the “Holy Grail” of 
Great Lakes shipwrecks. Nobody knows its 
exact location, and shipwreck hunters have been 
looking for it since its disappearance in the late 
1670’s. It was the first full-sized sailing ship 
to travel into the Great Lakes, and was built 
by the famous French explorer Rene-Robert 
Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle—the same explorer 
who claimed the entire Mississippi River basin 
for France (which was eventually sold to the 
U.S. as part of the Louisiana Purchase). In order 
for the NMAS to work on the site, the finder 
of the site, the state of Michigan, the U.S. State 
Department, and the Republic of France all 
have to agree on .them being there, as they are 
all stakeholders in the ship. “We will be a part of 
an international project,” said Wilson.

“We’re not just about nautical archaeology,” 
added Wilson. “We have in the Traverse City 
region what is believed to be one of the oldest 
settlement sites in North America. Doing 
something like figuring out where the ancient 
shorelines were adds to our historical record.” 
Wilson also said that the club looks forward to 
partnering with our national parks because they 
have a lot of shipwrecks that wash up, which 
adds to the national parks’ systems by creating 
opportunities for aqua tourism. “We’re the first 
step in the aqua tourism,” said Wilson. “We’re 
the ones that can tell you what you have and 
where it is.”

A main goal of the NMAS is to promote 
underwater exploration and discovery, both 
locally and in the Great Lakes. “[The NMAS] 
is helping to make NMC a national and state
wide leader in nautical archaeology, especially 
by participating in historically significant 
expeditions for both regional and international 
stakeholders,” said Wilson. 4
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We Specialize in Easy Transfers.
DU makes transferring 
easy. Our goal is to 
simplify accepting your 
credits so you can 
apply them toward your 
DU degree. Because we 
concentrate on transfer 
students, we know what 
you need. Contact 
us soon to create your 
degree plan.

Classes near you 
• Courses at convenient times for adultsnk imiir • courses at convenient times tor acuiiqiidd pur T f h, h. + nnn■ ' • Transfer scholarships up to $4,000

transfer plan. • Career-focused programs

DI Davenport
1 UNIVERSITY Technology

Health

Get where the world is going
800-686-1600 | davenport.edu/apply
Come visit our campus at 2200 Dendrinos Drive, Ste. 104, Traverse City

•»
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■ KELLY HAUG
Managing Editor

So once you have established the breed of your 
choice, whether it is from a rescue shelter or a breeder, 
you will want to establish a set of questions. It is best to 
be consistent with these questions because you want to 
compare different breeders and shelters alike.

So how do you know what questions to ask? Online 
searching is a great resource, and there are several websites 
that give some great advice on this matter. I picked up 
some reading materials from my local library. One book I 
found extremely helpful: How to Raise the Perfect Dog by 
Cesar Millan. Yes, he is the famous Dog Whisperer. This 
book was recommended to me by a friend who used his 
methods for her two dogs. In his book, I pulled out a few 
questions that I thought were really helpful when it came 
time to choosing a breeder.

How long have you been breeding dogs? What are 
the potential health problems of this breed and what have 
you done to prevent such problems in your line? Do you 
have proof of health tests for the parents? What steps have 
you taken to properly socialize your puppies? What are 
you feeding the puppies and why? Do the puppies have 
current shots/been de-wormed? Do you require a signed 
contract for sale? Do you offer a health guarantee? What 
are the personalities of the parents?

It is best to begin getting to know your puppy even 
before you meet them. Ask about their personality: would 
it be a good match for you? The key is to not settle on one 
specific puppy, even if they are simply the most adorable 
puppy you’ve ever seen. Your puppy must also appeal to 
you in personality as well as looks. Good rule of thumb — 
you don’t choose your significant other simply on looks, 
why should you choose your dog any differently?

Prepping for your puppy

Set a timeline for when you are going to pick up your 
puppy. Eight weeks should be the youngest you ever get 
a puppy. Before then, a puppy is not done bonding with 
their parents and still needs time to adjust to beginning 
their independence. As new owners, you should also 
begin puppy-proof your house. Prepare your house for a 
chewing machine and assess your surroundings. Continue 
to ask yourself, “Would my puppy think that was a chew 
toy?” With this in mind, stray objects like books, DVD 
cases, wires, shoes and small objects like pens, pencils, etc. 
if left out are bound to be consumed by your puppy. Don’t 
take any chances, especially with wires that could seriously 
injure your puppy if chewed on. Remember, whatever 
they chew on is not their fault: it’s yours for leaving it out 
and neglecting it. There is also a type of doggy-chewing 
repellant spray that tastes bitter to dogs. It can help to 
reinforce the idea that this item is not desirable to them 
and can help deter them from chewing.

Clean the kitchen counters of any type of food that 
could be left out. The first time a puppy learns where food 
is kept, they will continue to go for that same spot. Doors 
and lower cabinets that house cleaning produces should 
be sealed from the dog’s ability to open them. Trash cans 
need to have lids on them to ensure the dog will not have 
access to food.

Close doors to areas in which you do not want your 
puppy to have access to. Bedrooms and bathrooms are 
popular to limit your puppy to its surroundings. Giving 
your puppy the ability to run all over the house at first 
is not the best idea. So sealing off areas where they don’t 
need to be is best.

Puppy-proofing your yard sounds silly, I know, but 
it won’t be after they chew into your garden hose or dig

massive holes in your lawn. Also, if you use chemicals 
on your lawn or garden it would be best to either stop or 
fence off that area so your dog learns not to go near it. Just 
like a toddler, you don’t want to leave your puppy outside 
unsupervised. Contain your puppy to certain areas of your 
yard at first, they will soon become more comfortable and 
then you can introduce them to another section. Try to 
keep your yard free of hazards, just like the inside of your 
house. Pinecones, sticks, leaves, pebbles, and such can be 
choking hazards for your little one, so keep any eye out. 
Best to have some toys on hand for them to play with 
and learn. New owners should carry a checklist of the 
essentials for your new family member (see chart).

Next Time: Puppy’s first time home: I will reveal the 
puppy that we have chosen and our first few weeks with them.

Essentials
•Collar
• Leash
•Dog License 
•ID Tag
•Crate: Appropriate to the 

size your puppy with 
grow into-not out of.

• Bedding (washable-never 
know when they'll make 
a mess)

•Food Bowl & Water 
Bowl: Heavy enough 
that they cannot tip it 
over.

•Puppy Food 
•Training Treats 
•Enzymatic Cleaner for 
"Accidents"
•Plus Toys 
•Chewy Toys 
•Puppy Shampoo 
•Brush 
• Comb

Optional
•Dog Bed 
•Puppy Gate 
•Treats
•Small Portable Enclosure 
•Calming Spray 
containing D.A.P.

what am I going to do? what should I tell 
him? how do I get medical care? can I

stay in school? should i keep my baby? 
what about adoption?

We care... and we can help.

For free, confidential 
answers to your questions 
about being pregnant, call 
Child and Family Services at
800.538.9984

Child & Family Services
THE NESQUICK BUNNY handed out free samples 
through Sudexo in West Hall on Monday, March 12.

of Northwestern Michigan

Strengthening the Fabric of the Family Since 1937
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Time to withdraw faster from 
Afghanistan

The Afghan people’s anger at the United States and distrust 
of U.S. troops have only deepened in the past few months with 
a series of blunders, from soldiers’ burning of Qurans to a rogue 
sergeant’s one-man killing spree. The deaths and cultural insults 
are inspiring calls for vengeance that further erode Americans’ 
ability to bring about positive change in Afghanistan.

We’ve said it before, and we’ll say it again: President Barack 
Obama needs to expedite the withdrawal of U.S. troops. It’s 
costing us a fortune to stay there and, increasingly, appears to be 
doing more harm than good.

The massacre of 16 Afghan civilians by an American staff 
sergeant is a reminder of the stresses of an interminable war. It 
comes a month after U.S. troops burned Qurans, the sacred 
scriptures of Islam, which led to anti-American demonstrations 
and reprisal killings of U.S. soldiers and officers. Before that, in 
January, Afghan outrage erupted over a video that showed four 
Marines urinating on dead bodies reported to be Taliban fighters.

No one act, particularly that of a deranged individual, should 
shape foreign policy. From Vietnam to Iraq, history shows that 
soldiers pushed past their limits can commit irrational and tragic 
acts. But that doesn’t lessen the cumulative damage done.

This military intervention started more than 10 years ago, 
after the 9/11 attacks, with the initial purpose of finding Osama 
bin Laden and his al-Qaida terrorists.

U.S. goals morphed over time, as the George W. Bush 
administration turned its attention to regime change in Iraq. 
Obama renewed the focus on Afghanistan, and forces finally 
found and killed bin Laden across the border in Pakistan last year.

Part of the plan all along was to keep the Taliban from 
regaining control and re-establishing Afghanistan as a base for 
terrorism. But at this point, the longer U.S. troops stay, the 
better targets they become for Taliban and other insurgents 
exploiting popular resentment of Americans. Continued 
occupation is not helping America’s stature in the Middle East. 
Besides, it’s not as if there’s a stable and reputable government 
gaining strength in Afghanistan. Corruption is rampant.
Obama has committed to gradual troop withdrawal beginning 
this summer, handing off security to Afghan forces in 2014. 
There are about 90,000 troops in Afghanistan now, with 22,000 
due home by September.

Some members of Congress, including the Bay Area 
delegation, are calling on the president to hasten the timetable. 
Even before Sunday’s killing of Afghan villagers, polls showed 
more than half of the U.S. public believed the U.S. should 
withdraw even if the Afghan army isn’t adequately trained.

Obama has said the U.S. must find a responsible way to do 
that without further destabilizing the Middle East. The U.S. also 
must coordinate its decisions with NATO allies that have troops 
on the ground in Afghanistan—but we suspect they are as eager 
to end the conflict as the American people are. What remains is 
to negotiate an early pullout.

The U.S. invasion of Afghanistan began with a reasonable, 
defensive goal after the terrorists’ attack on U.S. soil. It devolved 
over a decade into a quagmire of the depths of the Vietnam War. 
Will we ever learn?

San Jose Mercury News 
McClatchy-Tribune News Service

DON'T THINK 
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TO POKE THROUGH 
LIKE THAT..
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WRITE US A LETTER
OUR POLICY: White Pine Press accepts 
letters to the editor from members of the 
college and community. Letters should 
be less than 400 words, typewritten, 
and signed with your name, address and 
phone number. Letters may be edited 
for clarity, grammar, spelling and length. 
Opinions expressed are not necessarily 
those of The White Pine Press staff or 
any college employee.

BY MAIL:
Mail submissions to:
White Pine Press
Letters to the Editor
1701 East Front St.
Traverse City, Ml 49686
BY EMAIL: whitepinepress@gmail.com 
BY FAX: (231) 995-2110
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What are your plans for Spring Break?
"We plan on going to North Carolina 
visiting my grandparents and visiting 
Salem College which is where I plan to 
transfer."

"Going to my dad's for 
the first time in 
Philadelphia."

Amanda Dykema, 19 
Geography

"Going to Detroit 
with friends"

Amanda Baker, 19 
UndecidedSarah Keech,19 

Psychology
Kelsen King 19 
Oceanography

"Panama City Beach

Denzel Young, 20 
Law Enforcement/ 
Criminal Justice

"Going Swimming"

Justine Wareham, 21 
Dental Assisting

SOUND BYTES Great journalism already abounds 
on the Internet

"It is a relief to know the old defense 
of 'kids will be kids'is over," says 
STEVEN GOLDSTEIN, CEO and 
chairman of Garden State Equality, the 
state's largest organization advocating 
for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender 
equality in regards to his relief that 
Dharun Ravi, whose male roommate 
killed himself after Ravi filmed him with 
another man and harassed him, with 
another verdict was guilty.
The Record

"I've been thinking about how this 
movie would affect people and young 
girls, but I haven't actually thought 
about how it would affect me," says 
JENNIFER LAWRENCE, in talking about 
her role of Katniss in the upcoming film 
"The Hunger Games." "I guess when I 
think about the positives, it's just I get to 
be this character. ... When I drive by the 
posters, I laugh, and once in a while I'll 
get goose bumps.”
The Charlotte Observer

"I tried to stay as close to the 
descriptions in the book as I could,"
says HUNGER GAMES costume 
designer Judianna Makovsky. "When I 
was doing 'Harry Potter,' I changed to an 
unlisted phone number because I was 
so terrified I was going to disappoint 
people."Makovsky worked hard to 
please fans with the clothes that Katniss 
wears and others in the movie, but not 
overwhelm the character.
The Los Angeles Times

■ HANS PETER IBOLD
McClathy-Tribune News Service

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — Amid the withering of newspaper 
revenues and the ascent of Facebook, it can be easy to lose sight 
of the fact that social media refers to tools for connecting with 
others and sharing information. These media aren’t inherently 
transformative. They’re tools with no fixed outcomes.

All media are embedded in cultural contexts that end up 
determining how and why they’re used. Each technology brings 
certain constraints and afFordances, but ultimately it’s about us.

Social media can be used to get us closer to the truth and 
they can be used to distort. They can be used to enlighten. They 
can be used to stupefy. And, as we continue to witness, social 
media can be used to help topple oppressive regimes around the 
world just as they can suppress dissent.

So I could whip up some anecdotes providing evidence of 
verified news on social media sites just as easily as I could deliver 
doom-and-gloom anecdotes. Illustrative? Yes. Conclusive? Not 
so much.

The meteoric rise in social media use since the early 2000s 
has left journalistic debris in its wake. Distortions! Immediacy 
trumping accuracy! Cute cats everywhere! Shrunken newsrooms! 
Some of this change has been costly for communities and the 
newsrooms that cover them.

In the long run, however, we re better off.
Here’s why. Social media facilitate more swapping and 

mingling of knowledge and ideas. In the history of media, every 
major new social medium has brought advances in knowledge 
and ideas.

The recent social media revolution is already fueling 
advances in journalism and better ideas about how reporters can 
engage and accurately inform citizens. Look at the Guardian’s 
interactive, data-driven stories or any of The New York Times’s 
socially oriented Beta620 projects. Attend a National Institute for 
Computer Assisted Reporting (NICAR) conference to witness the 
power of social news. All provide examples of how journalists are 
harnessing social media to tell great stories with precision.

Journalism’s practitioners and scholars are being pushed 
to define what they do and evolve the craft alongside other 
burgeoning forms of information consumption and production. 
This constitutes a sharpening of journalism, not a dumbing down.

And, social media are being used by more and more people 
around the world to report on themselves. Think of the risk
taking videographers who emerged during the recent unrest 
Syria, like “Syria Pioneer.” These brave citizens helped provide 
an accurate picture of life in Homs because of their desire to 
represent otherwise unreported events.

Still, when we share news on Facebook, Twitter and other 
social networking sites, the content we pass along typically 
originates from major news organizations. Social media sites 
mostly offer a news agenda built by tried-and-true conventional 
news media.

Social media do something else to support journalism: They 
help us hold citizen and professional journalists accountable. They 
make it easier for everyday people to become what journalism 
scholar Michael Schudson termed “monitorial.”

Monitorial citizens don’t necessarily read deeply, but they do 
scan the information environment, staying alert to a wide range of issues 
around which they can be easily mobilized.

Thanks to social media, the monitorial citizens of the world 
can track information flows in ways not possible a few years 
ago. Most updates on social sites like Twitter are permanently 
archived, easily searchable and just waiting to be analyzed.

For example, I work with a group of computer scientists 
at Indiana University who created a system _ suitably named 
Truthy _ for understanding how information propagates in 
social media.

Truthy offers everyday citizens, journalists and researchers 
a zoomed-out view of what’s going on in social media. As a 
monitor, it’s a potential corrective force against misinformation.

This mix of communities reporting on themselves and 
journalists innovating can get us closer to the truth. In the end, 
though, it’s up to us, not the tools.
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International student profile: Andrei Dupra
I ALEX WALSH

News Editor

«

Its quite the culture shock to 
go from living in the capital of the 
Philippines, where the population 
exceeds 11.5 million people, to a city 
with a population more than seven 
thousand times smaller. That’s what 
Andrei Dupra experienced about 
eight years ago, when he moved to 
Mancelona from Manila with his 
brother and sister. He was 17 years old 
at the time and a senior in high school.
When Dupra moved to the U.S. and 
transferred to Mancelona’s high school, 
his transcripts unfortunately didn’t 
transfer with him, and he ended up 
having to drop down a grade level, to 
11th grade. This actually proved to be 
quite beneficial for him because he then 
used that extra time to work some more 
on his English.

Manila is the capital of the 
Philippines and living there, Dupra 
said, was like being in New York City.
While there, Dupra and his siblings 
attended a public school. The school 
was much bigger than the one in 
Mancelona; instead of having 40 
students in his graduating class, Dupra’s 
old high school was split up into 
sections and sublevels, in accordance 
to what kinds of grades students 
usually get (like As, B’s, C’s, etc.) , and 
all students were required to wear a 
uniform. Students who were in the A 
sublevel (no matter what section they 
belonged to) were distinguished from 
students in all the other sublevels; 
males had to wear white short-sleeved 
button down shirts with a white t-shirt 
inside, and male students belonging 
to the remaining sublevels had to wear 
just white t-shirts. They all had to wear 
black pants as well. Female students in the A sublevel 
(again, no matter what section they belonged to) were also 
distinguished from their counterparts, and had to wear 
white long-sleeved button down shirts with green skirts, 
and the girls belonging to the remaining sublevels had to 
wear short-sleeved shirts with their green skirts. Dupra 
said that there were about 550 seniors who graduated in 
his class, out of about 700 students total. In Mancelona, 
his graduating class was just 50 students.

The Filipino school system is also set up differently 
than American schools. Instead of having twelve grades, 
their school system went up to 10th grade. Core classes 
that were taught at Dupra’s school were math, science, 
language arts (Filipino language), English, history (the 
history of the Philippines and the intervention of the U.S. 
during World War II), and physical education—which 
was very different from American physical education. 
Beginning in kindergarten, children are taught how to 
dance and exercise, as well as play sports, and once they 
enter high school, they then are taught different styles 
of dance, including a sytle that is becoming increasingly 
popular among high-schoolers: hip-hop. From hip-hop, 
some students even went on to learn how to breakdance.

Name: Andrei Dupra; Country: Philippines; Major: Mathematics

“This version of physical education is also taught in 
Japan, China and South Korea,” said Dupra. “I hear they 
dance in North Korea too.”

Dupra’s mother worked as a nanny in Canada while 
he grew up in the Philippines. Because his mother was 
seldom home, Dupra and his siblings were taken care of 
by relatives back home, primarily by his grandmother, 
cousin, and aunt. Dupra’s mother met his stepfather in 
Canada, and when they lived apart, they would write each 
other. Eventually they got married in Detroit, and Dupra 
and his siblings were invited to come live with them in 
Mancelona, where Dupra’s new stepfather had some land. 
Before finishing his last year at school, Dupra, along with his 
brother and sister, moved to the U.S. and started a new life.

Growing up, Dupra always wanted to be an engineer 
or a pilot. “When my friends and I were young, we would 
talk about if you could have one power, what would it 
be? And I always said I wanted the power to fly, and that 
was what inspired me to become a pilot,” said Dupra. He 
actually took flying lessons with his stepfather while still a 
junior in high school, and they both passed their classes.

“I still remember my first solo flight,” continued 
Dupra. “It was one of the most amazing days in my life. It 
was Oct. 10, 2004, at Cherry Capital Airport, and we had 
to do three take-ofls and landings. And I executed them

nicely.” Dupra took a break from flying after he 
graduated from high school in 2005, and has 
been meaning to get back into it, but hasn’t.

In the meantime, Dupra has refound his 
love for dancing, especially hip-hop. Over the 
past couple years, Dupra has made a name for 
himself in that field, and even has gone as far 
as winning the individual freestyle award at the 
Dance 4 the Cure (a nonprofit dance contest 
whose proceeds went directly to the American 
Cancer Society) event put on at Traverse City’s 
St. Francis High School about a month ago.

“I love to dance because this is a way for 
me to express myself,” said Dupra. “I dance 
to relieve my stress and to relax and forget the 
bad things that happened; an escape. Dancing 
became a way of living for me. Wherever I am, 
whether at school, at work, in the grocery store, 
mowing the lawn, shoveling the snow, taking 
a shower—whenever I hear a beat, I can’t help 
but dance.”

What Dupra loves most about America is 
our mix of cultures and the immense amount of 
opportunities one has to succeed. What he does 
not like is this cold weather, snow, and icy road 
conditions.

Fast Facts:
1) Filipino and English are both the official 

languages of The Philippines.

2) The Philippines is predominantly a Christian 
(Catholic) nation, though some islands
are homes to Muslim and other religious 
communities.

3) The Philippines was colonized by the Spanish 
in the 16th century and was ceded to the 
United States in 1898 after the Spanish- 
American War. In 1935, The Philippines 
became a self-governing commonwealth.

4) The Philippines consists of 7,107 islands

5) The last American military bases in The 
Philippines were closed in 1992.
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Spring-break travelers 
rush back to Cancun despite warnings

■
 ALFREDO CORCHADO

The Dallas Morning News (MCT)

CANCUN, Mexico — The party starts early — 
college students sunning under blue skies or splash
ing in turquoise Caribbean waters, while others 
slam down beer for breakfast.

Forget travel warnings. These spring-breakers 
are determined to leave wintry blues behind, even 
for a country deemed too dangerous by the Texas 
Department of Public Safety.

Last year, so many students stayed away that 
Cancun fell from its top billing as the preferred for
eign spring break destination, surpassed by Punta 
Cana, Dominican Republic. Since then, Cancun 
has fought back with a campaign that highlights af
fordable party packages and a vibrant nightlife.

The strategy appears to be working: Cancun is 
expected to regain its top spot, said Matt Zafran, 
director of sales at Student City, which bills itself as 
one of the largest student travel agencies.
It’s unclear whether the Texas agency’s warning 
came too late to change travel booking by Texas 
students. But conspicuously absent from beaches 
and hotels were students from southwestern states 
bordering Mexico. During beach parties, DJs re
peatedly asked where party revelers were from. Re
sponses included South Dakota, Alabama, New Jer
sey, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and increasingly 
Canada, European and the Middle Eastern countries.

“Where are the Texans?” DJ Carlos asked. 
Some students shrugged their shoulders.

For others, however, there were no concerns. 
“Not at all, not at all,” said Diana Rios, who 

traveled along with her husband and three teenage 
sons from San Antonio to enjoy a week on the beach.

Overall, tourism in Mexico is rebounding. Last 
year, Mexico welcomed 22.7 million internation
al visitors, the majority of them Americans. About 
one-third originated from Texas, said Rodolfo 
Lopez Negrete, chief operating officer of the Mexi
co Tourism Board.

Other Mexican resorts — Puerto Vallarta,
Cabo San Lucas and Acapulco — are also popular 
destinations. Acapulco used to be a hot destination, 
but in recent years it’s been virtually scratched off 
the list, Zafran said.

A vendor holds 
her infant on
her back as she 
waits for custom
ers in Cancun, 
Mexico. She will 
see little profit 
from college stu
dents on spring 
break as few of 
them ever leave 
the resort areas 
of Cancun.

A Taste of the world
I ALEX WALSH

Press Staff Writer

NMC’s International Students Club is hosting its 10th annual 
International Dinner this spring. All those who are interested 
in learning and experiencing different cultural perspectives are 
encouraged to come and enjoy food and entertainment from 
countries like Mexico, Costa Rica, Turkmenistan, China, Mali, and 
Ukraine. The members of the club consist of students from over 12 
different countries.

The dinner will be hosted at the Hagerty Center Thursday, April 
12, at 6 p.m., and tickets cost $30 for adults, $15 for students (with 
IDs), and $10 for children (ages 5-13). Guests will not only have 
the opportunity to try food from a variety of countries around the 
world, but they will also get to enjoy Juan Siddi Flamenco Theatre, 
of Spain, the headlining live entertainment for the dinner. In 
addition, members of the International Students Club will showcase 
their talent as they perform selections of music and dance from their 
native culture.

The proceeds of the dinner will go toward the club’s 
programming and international student scholarships.

Performances and event plans are tentative.

The return to Cancun underscores that travel 
warnings won’t easily replace fun and sun. In Feb
ruary, the State Department reissued and expanded 
its Mexico travel warning about drug-related vio
lence, specifying which regions to stay away from. 
Just days before the University of Texas system shut 
down for spring break, the Texas Department of 
Public Safety urged students to avoid Mexico, cit
ing continued violence in nearly half of the Mexi
can states.

While the State Department warning did not 
include popular destinations like the Caribbean 
beaches, TDPS listed Cancun as an area where bars 
attract criminals and drug dealers. The warning, 
the third one by TDPS, generated protests from 
some Texans and top Mexican officials as too gen
eral and politically motivated.

Manuel Vega, who traveled with his mother, 
Diana Rios, and stepbrothers from San Antonio, 
said many of his Texas friends left for Padre Island. 
Did they fear Mexico?

“Hmm, maybe,” he said. “But I feel pretty safe here.”
While some Texans appeared to stay away, at 

least from the spring break hotel headquarters, a 
rising number of foreign students — France, Por
tugal and Australia — are taking advantage of the 
annual ritual, organizers said.

“Cancun is back,” Zafran said. “We’ve tried 
other beaches, but none can match this.” Student 
City has booked more than 5,300 spring-break 
travelers, and its hotel is sold out between March 
and Easter.

Some students were happy to see the resort 
making a comeback. Signs seemed promising: Mi
chael Buble was in town for a concert; President 
Felipe Calderon’s motorcade raced through the 
main avenues as teens pumped their fist in the air. 
He’s in Cancun to promote tourism. Parking lot at
tendant Jose Luna Pasqual smiled broadly.

“When tourists visit, this town comes alive,” 
he said. “Without them were lonely, depressed and 
worried. Right now, look around: We’re all happy.”
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Mecha, Samurai and pocket-sized What marks the spot again?
monsters: anime ■ MICHAEL ROBERTSON

Press Staff Writer

■ MATHIEU ST. CHARLES
Press Staff Writer

Anime is a form of animation that started in Japan and it comes in various genres such 
as “slice of life,” “giant robot” and even “historical.” It was brought over to America as early 
as the ‘70s with Battle of the Planets and Starblazers. The more commonly known anime 
came about in the late ‘80s-early ‘90s such as Dragon Ball Z, Pokemon and Mobile Suit 
Gundam. The popularity of anime grew in the late ‘90s and early 2000s and American 
television channels began playing it. The most notable of these was Toonami, which aired 
shows such as Mobile Suit Gundam, Dragon Ball Z and Rurouni Kenshin. Toonami is what 
got many people into anime when it aired on Cartoon Network in the late ‘90s and early 
2000s. It is where I personally discovered anime when I first watched Gundam Wing. I was 
fascinated by every aspect of it, and the giant robots grabbed my attention. Anime brings 
fans together through conventions that are held annually, and fans from all over the country 
go to them to be immersed in anime. Fans cosplay (dress up as characters from anime or 
video games), buy anime and Japanese goods and socialize with other fans.

Anime is more than just a cartoon: it is an art form. Artists put a lot of work into 
making characters and bringing the worlds they create to life. Anime isn’t normally found 
on American television channels, though shows like Bleach, Full Metal Alchemist and 
Du-Rarara are on Adult Swim on Saturdays. Dragon Ball Z kai and GT is on the Nicktoons 
network now, so anime is somewhat coming back to American televisions, but the heyday 
of Toonami isn’t back...yet.

Anime has been sold on multiple media, such as VHS, DVD and Blu-ray. VHS 
copies are harder to find now, but DVD and Blu-Ray are the main medium for anime. 
DVDs are usually sold by volume with about 3 to 4 episodes in each. Anime series are 
usually 12 to 50 episodes, though there are series with as few as 6 episodes like Gundam 
0080: War in the Pocket, as well as series that have surpassed 400 episodes like Bleach. 
Most series have multiple seasons such as Gundam 00, which has two. Anime DVDs usu
ally have the option for both English and Japanese audio with English subtitles if needed. 
Providing a Japanese language option offers the most authentic viewing experience. There 
are even anime movies such as Howl’s Moving Castle and Spirited Away, which have been 
shown in theaters in the U.S.

I personally like anime because of its themes and interesting art style. 1 find the Mecha 
genre to be very interesting, and it is what got me into anime in the first place. There is an 
anime series for just about everyone. For example, Samurai Champloo mixes samurai tradi
tions and today’s hip-hop culture very well, and will most certainly grab one’s attention. I

Any anime fan worth their salt has heard of CLAMP, a group of 
women who have authored such manga series as Chobits, Tsubasa, and 
XXXbolie (which isn’t quite as risque as it sounds). As any such fan will 
also know, anime adaptations of these manga are common. One such 
entry is “X”, based on the manga series XI1999.

“X” follows the tale of teenaged Kamui Shiro as his life is thrown 
into chaos. At the beginning, he is found returning to Tokyo after being 
gone for some time, but what appears to the public eye to be a mere 
high-school transfer holds a secret. Kamui’s name mirrors a greater 
destiny in a war between two factions: the Dragons of Earth, who fight 
to destroy all of humanity, and the Dragons of Heaven, who oppose 
them. Even at his young age, he is fated to choose to become the leader 
oF One of these groups, the title fbr which is also “kamui.” Both groups 
have learned that the time of their final battle grows near, putting no 
small amount of pressure on our protagonist.

What ensues is a turbulent, emotional, often violent struggle, 
primarily between magic-wielding warriors as the Dragons clash, 
vying for their factions’ respective power. The greater battle, however, 
is waged in the minds and hearts @f the Dragons themselves as they 
attempt to discern right and wrong, particularly as their motives come 
to light. No person suffers mote in this introspection than Kamui 
himself. When he chooses a side, things only get harder.

F.oisodes of “X” divide their time between direct plot progression 
and observation of different characters, each with a unique history and 
resultant ideology. As a result, the plot occasionally fcels sluggish, being 
ignored sometimes for several consecutive episodes, On the flipside, 
the viewer learns each character’s personality very well, and usually 
discovers that even the less-likeable types deserve pity- Relationships are 
complex things, and CLAMP explores every aspect of such interactions, 
using tnese breaks in the story to help the viewer understand the 
motivations and feelings behind each choice a character makes.

In classic form for CLAMP, “X” is produced with an artistic style 
that tends to be seen as more feminine (“shojo") among fans of manga 
and anime. However, the content behind the art style also appeals to 
a more “seinen" (roughly translated to “adult male") demographic, 
witS well-choreographed battle sequences and heavy moral conflict. 
While evidently CLAMP had a female audience in mind, this shouldn’t 
frighten away male viewers—though anyone seeking “shorten"-style, 
over-the-top fights (a la Narulo or Bleach) need not apply,

“X” has something for just about everyone: battles, philosophical 
pondering, romance, and even some (admittedly sparse) comedy. The 
mostly dour mood may bother some people, but anybody seeking a 
solid tale of soul-stirring spinning need not hesitate in seeking out 
this classic.
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Will you fall in love with "Catherine?

■
 MICHAEL ROBERTSON

Press Staff Writer

rr

Video games have yet to really establish themselves as a proper artistic medium. 
For the most part, they are seen as somewhat childish diversions’ Perhaps the 
ultimate victims ol this are puzzle games, generally considered to be family-friendly 
distractions, but little else—think Tetris, What happens, then, when a puzzle game 
shows up that appears to approach mature topics in a mature way? Well, most people 
shrug it off, but those who don’t may Just discover a treasure.

“Catherine” is one of those rare games that dares to go where no other game 
has really gone. I suppose you could call the game a “romantic horror”—and as a 
matter of fact; that’s what the game introduces itselF as. The story revolves around 
a man named Vincent, who is Fairly successful and happy, and has a spectacular 
girlfriend by the name oF Katherine. She’s funny, intelligent, and darn good-looking. 
When she starts to hint at wanting a little more commitment, thougu, Vincent 
begins to question if that’s reall|' what* he wants. He goes out to the bar with some 
Friends to talk about the situation, but when he wakes up the next morning, he’s 
in For a surprise: there's a stunningly beautiful woman in his bed, and her name 
isn’t Katherine—it’s Catherine. Bad news. Add to this the fact that he’s beginning 
to have strange aigntmares, a rumor that people who die in their nightmares die in 
reality, and news reports oF men being Found dead in their beds each morning, and 
the trap is set. Will Vincent return to Katherine, or will he embrace this newfound, 
commitment-Free fling? Furthermore, will he survive his nightmares? Ultimately, the 
player decides.

Cameplay is divided into three sections. The game lasts For a single in-game 
week, and each day starts off with some high-quality anime-style cutscenes that 
explain that day’s events. Evenings are spent in Vincent's Favorite bar, the Stray 
Sheep, where you can chat with Friends and make new ones. Don’t think this is 
mere story exposition, either: the choices you make can alter Vincent’s attitude on 
a sliding moral scale, and affect other characters besides.
Make the right choices, and everything turns out okay.
Make the wrong ones, and characters show up on the 
morning news in zippered bags, due bar also Mis a 
mini-game called “Rapunzel,” which can help grepaw the 
player For the approaching night.

Each day’s last section is the most difficult, and 
perhaps the most garae-like, at least from the usual 
perspective. “Catherine,” at heart, is a puzzle game, 
fit night, you play through Vincent’s nightmares as he 
scrambles up towers oF blocks. While he climbs, blocks 
Fall out beneath him. IF he foils off of the tower, he 
dies, simple as that. The trick is to push Blocks around 
to create a clear path to the top, presenting Falls and 
dodging equally lethal traps. It isn’t hard to learn, 
especially with an abundance oF in-game tutorials, hut 
it’s almost ridiculously tough to master. Half masochists 
will try anything ahme normal dflkntfag sn tie lm

play-through, and the game includes not only an easy mode, but a super-easy moue, 
just in case. The difficulty level can be changed at any time, and that’s Fortunate For 
people who get frustrated easily, because the difficulty ramps up exponentially, and 
the boss fights—yes, in a puzzle game—are outright brutal. IF you’re the type to 
break controllers, you’ll want to have a Few extras on hand.

Puzzle segments are divided into “landings” to provide more easily manageable 
chunks oF gameplay. At each landing, players can talk to other characters to receive 
tips op how to solve the puzzles, make choices that will affect the storyline, and 
purchase items to help get through the next section. Before launching toward 
the next landing, however, the player has to Face a crucial decision as a voice in a 
confession booth asks questions about love and relationships. Answer honestly—it 
provides the best experience the first time around. These questions sway Vincent’s 
morals more than anyining else in the game, and the resultant twists in the plot 
can turn everything on its head, granting the player one oF several different endings 
when all is said and done. Yes, one oF several, not just two or three. After you finish 
the story, there are even harder puzzles that can be conquered to compete For high 
scores on online leaderboards, iF that’s your kind oF thing.

Catherine is presented with an aesthetic that will be Familiar to anyone who 
has played the Persona games—but iF you have, you’ve probably already played 
Catherine. The graphics aren’t ultra-detailed, but they’re definitely stylish, taking 
on a cel-shaded, semi-realistic look that shines in HD. Tne> soundtrack is nicely 
varied, with tracks in the Stray Sheep running From jazzy to Funky (and there’s a 
jukebox near the bar, iF the player wants to mix it up), and more dramatic remixes 
oF classical compositions setting a tense and urgent tone For the puzzle sections. And 
a warning—a puzzle game Catherine is, but a family puzzle game it isn’t. Creative 
camera angles and convenient furniture placement block any total nudity, but it gets 

close sometimes, and the subject matter is spoken oF Frankly. 
In the conFessionals, you’ll be asked about everything From 
philosophical musings on love to what your relationship 
“deal-breakers” ate, and the game doesn’t pull punches.

So let’s Face it: Catherine isn’t For everyone. Hard
hitting moral content, guileless discussion oFlove, lust, and 
relationships, and fiendishly difficult puzzles may appeal to 
some, but not everybody is going to like them. Personally, I 
find tne game brilliant. IF nothing else, it should be played 
just because it dares to be different—you’ll quite honestly 
never play anything else like it unless there’s a sequel, and 
that doesn’t seem likely. I dare say it’s a good game to play 
with your significant other iF you’re comfortable talking 
about tough questions...and iF you aren’t, it just might 
prepare you to be.

Works with Playstation 3 and Xhox 360.

•• .

Japanese lettering lllustration/SARAM NIXON 
Special to the Press, Character Illustrations/CATHERINE KUJAWSKI
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4G is coming to town

TOM AUCH
Press Staff Columnist

During the latest storm we experienced an extensive 
power outage. Fun at first, it was clear that not only did 
we lack heat and entertainment but our phone line was 
out as well. What we did have was our cell phones.

For the course of the entire Northern Michigan 
“Storm of the Century,” only AT&T lost cell coverage for 

a few hours on 
the Monday 
following the 
devastation.

To our 
luck, Verizon 
has a plan 
called 3G

TECHNO
BABBLE

mobile hotspot.
That plan lets me immediately tether my Android phone to 
an Internet-connected wireless router. That meant that all my 
devices within range were able to connect, albeit somewhat 
slowly. Verizon charges $20/month for this wonderful service 
and you can prorate it by day. When the power came back 
on, I called and turned off the service. Total charge for three 
days: $2.

The incident left me wondering if I could ditch my 
cable, DSL, and Direct TV altogether and get my media 
and Internet via my cell phone.

To do this, though, we need to have a larger 
bandwidth for cellular. That larger bandwidth is called 
4G. Currently, 4G service is not available in this region;

the closest available service is in Grand Rapids.
And now for the good news: our region should 

expect Verizon 4G LTE coverage by the end of June, 
according to representatives at Best Buy and Verizon, 
at a significant tech event. The fastest network we have 
currently is called HSPA and is available for the latest 
iPhone through AT&T. You could call it “3?6G.” All 
Android phones and iPhones outside that AT&T network 
are using 3G. Not bad for calls and texting; however, 
it’s not OK for heavier usage, like what I needed during 
the storm. Examples of activities that require a lot of 
bandwidth are Netflix, Pandora, and downloading large 
student files from Moodle.

What is 4G?
New transmitters installed on existing 

cell towers provide more bandwidth:
4G is intended to run strictly over IP 
(Internet protocol), which is how the 
Internet is designed to handle data.
This means that you can have data 
going back and forth and not have to 
worry about multitasking.

It will also be good for security 
because it works more like your home 
system with powerful encryption, which is 
especially good for businesses. It also looks 
like the 4G signal is much more powerful.
Using the same cell towers, coverage is said to

be far-reaching, even into the depths of Benzie County.
But beware: just because we have coverage doesn’t

mean YOU will get it. You need to have a device built for 
4G. Most devices we own right now are NOT.

Interestingly the latest iPad, which starts shipping 
March 19, with demand that’s “off the charts” according 
to Apple, will use 4G LTE, effectively doubling the 
bandwidth speed from previous iPads. Verizon, Rogers, 
Bell, Telus and AT&T will be the LTE partners.

A word of caution though, the 4G plans are not for 
unlimited data like your cable or DSL offer. If you use 
the internet frequently, the current 4G plans offered by 
providers will charge you a fee after a certain amount of 

usage. This is changing by the day.
Currently Verizon offers monthly deals at 

5GB/S5O or a 10GB/$80 plan. If you’re a casual 
internet browser, 5GB would be more than 
enough but not enough for the serious media 
user. Ten hours of gaming or Netflix would 
eat up approximately 200 MB of data.

So it’s probably not the right time to 
ditch your cable yet, but you’ll definitely want 

to look into purchasing your next device that’s 
4G capable.

4G device of choice: Wait for the iPhone 5 later 
this year or for Android devices. I would suggest the 
Samsung Galaxy Nexus 4G from Verizon.

Eye candy that won't melt in your pocket

CREATIVE 
0 CORNER

Scissors .
Thread
Sewing machine (optional)
Ribbon
Packing tape
Embroidery floss
Needle ’ '
Fabric glue or Mod Podge
Fray Check (used so fabric doesn’t fray)

SARAH NIXON
Press Staff Columnist

—lU, and vou almost ha
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^of the wallet). Then pin 
>ePartofthecut-outfabric
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Use this great upcycled wallet to hold all your money and cards. Everyone will ask where you 
got it and you can proudly say that you made it! Send me a picture of your wallet that you 
designed and it could be featured in the Creative Corner column of the next issue of the White 
Pine Press. Show me your design at Whitepinepress.creativecorner@gmail.com
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No ordinary state of emergency

A MUSINGS n OF A LADY
■ EMILY MAGNER
■ Press Columnist

Earlier this month we woke up to a thick, fuzzy, 25- 
inch blanket of snow that was unrolled onto northern 
Michigan. It was the heavy wet kind of snow, and it 
plastered itself to everything. Nearly 200,000 people lost 
power here in the mitten, myself included.

Branches and trees were down everywhere. The poor 
trees- when winter comes they look dead, but life still 
pulses under their bark...all over town you could smell 
pine and see the brightly colored raw pulp exposed where 
limbs had broken off under the weight of the snow. Giant 
trees were resting on people’s roofs and demolished decks.

Everything in town slowed dramatically, some 
people couldn’t even get out of their driveways. It seemed 
like everyone with power opened their arms to those 
of us who lost it. Warming stations popped up all over 
town. Hotels were completely booked and stores ran out 
of water and generators.

Everywhere you went people were asking...do you 
have power? Are you all right? The news told us we were 
in a “state of emergency.”

In America, we call this week of snowy weather and 
temporary loss of power an emergency. Sometimes it 
takes events like this to remind me how fortunate we are. 
With the words “state of emergency” ringing in my ears I 
thought of the women of Haiti.

In January 2010 an earthquake devastated Haiti, 
killing 230,000 people and injuring 300,000. Presently, 
there are more than 1 million people still living in 
makeshift tent cities. Since the day that Mother Nature 
shook the earth in Haiti, the needs of women and girls 
living in makeshift tent cities have been largely neglected. 
These women and girls are at serious risk of sexual attacks at 
the hands of armed men who roam their camps at night.

According to Amnesty International, more than 250 
cases of rape were reported in the first 150 days after the 
earthquake. It is believed that many more rapes were 
committed but they went unreported.

“Women, already struggling to come to terms with 
losing their loved ones, homes and livelihoods in the 
earthquake, now face the additional trauma of living 
under the constant threat of sexual attack,” said Gerardo 
Ducos, a researcher for Amnesty International.

“Sexual violence is widely present in camps where 
some of Haiti’s most vulnerable live,” said Chiara Liguori, 
a researcher at Amnesty International in Port-au-Prince.
“It was already a major concern in the country before the 
earthquake but the situation in which displaced people are 
living exposes women and girls to even greater risks.”

Many survivors of assault live with the constant 
knowledge that there is no security for them. This 
population is vulnerable to attack; armed gangs know that 
there is little chance that law enforcement will confront 
their acts of violence.

In America
which I am truly silenced by the far-reaching extent of our 
privilege. We are, in fact, so privileged we don’t even know 
how fortunate we really are.

The women and children of Haiti are not able to 
sleep without fear of sexual assault. It is impossible to even 
comprehend such a reality, unless you have seen it or lived 
it. Still, the Haitian women are strong. They persevere. 
They live to dream of better times.

As we move towards a global economy, let us 
remember about the greater community around us; let us 
remember that there are those who are suffering. As the 
reminders of our “state of emergency” melt away, I ask 
that you join me in remembering the women of Haiti 
who are still surviving in a real state of emergency.

Photo Courtesy/MCT CAMPUS

, we call a snowstorm a state of emergency,

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat

M
ar

ch
 - 19 20 * 21 22 Exchange Student Open 

House 9am-11:30 am Health & 

Science 116

Free Movies at the State!
Pan in Boots (Rated PG) 10 am 

BilliMildi IRated R) 1,7 pm

The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo 

(Rated R) 3:45, 9:45 pm

i DMC Concert Honky Tonk 

Angels 9-10pm Milliken Auditorium 

Free Movies at the State! 
Dr. Seuss' Horton Hears a Who! 
(Rated G) 10 am
The Ides of March (Rated R) 1,
6:30 pm
Moneyball (Rated PG-13) 3:30,

25 _ _ 26 _ 2? _ _ __ .28 _ _ 29 _____ ________ 31
The Tale of Despereaux IRated G) Spy Kids (Rated PG) 10 am 
10 am The Thing (1982, Rated R) 12:30

Priceless (Rated PG-13) 1 pm Pm
The Valet (Rated PG-13) 3:30 pm ,War of the Worlds I2005, Rated

OSS 117: Cairo, Nest of Spies 
(Rated R| 5:45 pm 
OSS 117: Lost in Rio (Rated R) 
'’15 on

PG-13) 3:10 pm 
Inception (Rated PG-13) 6:00 pm 
The Fifth Element (Rated PG-13) 

9:15 pm

Eleanor's Secret (Rated PG) 10 

am
The Guard (Rated R) 1 pm 
Once (Rated R| 3:30 pm 
Grizzly Man (Rated R) 5:45 pm 
Borat IRated R) 8:30 pm

E T. the Extra-Terrestrial (Rated 
PG) 11 am
The Princess Bride (Rated PG)

2 pm
Jurassic Park (Rated PG-13) 

4:30 pm

Casper (Rated PG)10am 
Twilight IRated PG-13) 12:40 pm 
Twilight: New Moon (Rated PG- 
13) 3:20 pm
Twilight: Eclipse (Rated PG-13) 

6:15 pm

The Adventures of Tintin 

(Rated PG) 10 am

"Regular price admissions 
Friday afternoon

Monty Python and the Holy Grail Twilight Breaking Own Part 1
(Rated PG) 7:30 pm (Rated PG-13) 9:00 pm Showtimes courtesy of statetheatretc.org

1

n
X

School resumes
MGAC: The Blessing—A 

Norwegian Odyssey 7-8:30pm 

Oleson Center Rooms A & B
WCMU Community Cinema-7- 

9pm Milliken Auditorium

NMC Rogers Observatory Open 

House 9-11pm NMC Observatory

8 10

MGAC Snowman Trek 7-8:30pm 

Oleson Center Rooms A & B

11
Blood Drive 12-6pm West Hall

Registration Begins for Fall 

2012 classes:

12 13 14

NMC Art Show Submissions due NMC Art Show
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-A? WHITE PINE 
PUZZLER

LYDIA CRAIG
Press Staff Puzzle Creator

Get pet smart
Across
1. "Vogue" alternative 
5. German article 
8. Other, in San Jose
12. Green and black, for example
13. Altar words
14. Christmas alternate
15. "Well, ain't that the____ I"

(How wonderful!)
17. Type style
18. Grp. for addicts
19. Opponent of the Red Baron 
21. Coloring utensil brand
26. _ Star, GM roadside assistance
27. Rower's need
28. Peace prize city
30. Lab eggs
33. Fighting_____ (really going

at it)
35. Annoying TV interludes
36. Chinese maid and nanny
37. H, in Greece
38. Fee_ fo fum
39. "Legally Blond" Chihuahua 
42. Tranquil
46. Gambling mecca, abbr.
47. Kelly Clarkon or Carrie 

Underwood
48. Beat
54. Marquez of "Rent"
55. Finish
56. Beige
57. River guarded by Cerberus, the 

multi-headed hound
58. Cat__ (rest)
59. Ratted out

Down
1. And so on, abbr.
2. Michele of Glee
3. Back muscle, for short
4. College application part
5. German article
6. Tokyo, formerly
7. Uses a 27-across
8. Comedy newspaper (with The)
9. Terrier from Kansas
10. "You__ what you sow."
11. France, in World War II
16. Author of "The Little Red Book"
20. Midday
21. End to RC or Coca
22. Off! Competitor
23. Famous music club in Ann Arbor
24. Rich soil
25. Take___ at (try)
29. Cowardly actor
30. Laudatory poems
31. _ __ early and often

32. Petri dish gel
34. Brother of Abel
38. Cartoon cat
40. Last month: Lat.
41. Harvard and Yale
42. Virtual reality game (with the)
43. Check copy
44. "___ and Michele's High School Reunion"

(1997 film)
45. Home of Adam and Eve
49. _ _ roll
50. Measure of economic health, abbr.
51. Electronics co. represented by Nipper the dog
52. White-tailed eagle, alternately
53. Dog who says "I was hiding under your porch 

because I love you."

Last issue's answers
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Made in Michigan on Etsy
■
 ERIKA LEPKE

Press Staff Writer

Shopping local can be difficult even in locally owned, independent retail stores, especially when it comes to clothing and gift items like toys and home decor. Even products that 
cost far more than the ones found at big-box outlets still often carry the ubiquitous “Made in China” (or Pakistan, Vietnam, etc.) stickers. So where should a shopper look to spend 
money that will truly stay in the community? Etsy.com, the well-known, online hand-made and vintage marketplace, is a good place to start for quality craft items made by area 
entrepreneurs, and there is even a handy Shop Local link in the left panel on the front page. Here is a look at some crafty vendors from the Grand Traverse area.

Hende This store is run by NMC’s own Holly Wren 
Spaulding, who teaches Creative Writing & Composition 
and hosts the weekly Live Poets Society meetings. Her 
store is stocked with handmade contemporary-style 
leather headbands, earrings and other accessories. “I’ve 
always been artistic and I’ve found that my life as a writer 
and teacher is in better balance if I also work with my 
hands,” she says about her crafting pursuits. “When 
I’m in my studio cutting leather or screen printing 
garments, I find that I have ideas for the poems or essays. 
I’m writing, too, so there seems to be some reciprocity 
between these occupations.”

Strong Odors Troy DeShano’s 
giclee and digital prints are 
minimalist, stark and contemporary, 
with a wry, dark sense of humor. This 
detail of his 20” x 11” print EAT, 
priced at $50, exemplifies this style. 
DeShano utilizes shape, bright colors 
and emotional lines in his work. There 
are also buttons and magnets featuring 
his artwork available at his Etsy store.

Carrion Couture Another source of less-than- 
cutesy crafts, Carrion Couture creates wearable 
art from road kill remains. “My mission is to offer 
reverence and respect to fallen beings, to thank and 
immortalize those who have been wasted to the 
roadside,” shop owner Noelle Starshyne writes on 
her store profile. Jewelry and accessories made from 
or accented with bones, feathers, feet and other 
assorted “parts” are among the unique offerings 
from this vendor.

Bwinks is for fans of owls and 
fabric crafts, and every piece is unique, 
cute and colorful. Each owl is crafted 
from an original pattern with funky 
fabrics in many different colors and 
patterns, accented with fluffy fleece on 
the wings and head. Original and Petite 
Whoot Owls run from $34 to $38, $70 
for Big Owls.

Art of Spirit LeatherWorks sells handcrafted 
wristbands, pendants, bags and other leather 

products featuring inset precious stones or 
hand-tooled designs, including flower patterns,
wolves and the Sanskrit OM. Many of this 

store’s pieces are traditional Native American 
designs, but there are also fun, modern 

American designs, like the Polka Dots
Rainbow leather cuff wristband.

Warm Touch Creations
Unique, high-quality cards crafted 
by hand using imported handmade 
mulberry paper, ribbons and other 
decorative curios are the kind of gift 
that is inexpensive but not likely 
to be just thrown out or recycled, 
and make for tasteful displays on a 
table, shelf or mantelpiece. Cards 
for several occasions are offered, 
including holidays, baby arrivals, 
sympathy, friendship and cards for 
deployed soldiers. Prices for cards 
run from $3 to $7.

ReGlass Calvin Drews makes 
pendants from bone, wood and 
recycled glass pieces. Along with fun 
South Pacific-themed fish carvings, 
he also makes and sells Creeper and 
Grass Block glass pendant necklaces 
for Minecraft fans. His goods range 
from $12 to $35.

MAIepicCREATIONS Megan Izett brings her love 
for illustration and long boarding together at her store. 
A graduate of Art Institute of Seattle, she incorporates 
painting, photography, graphic design and functionality 
into her works, including hand-cut grip tape, wall 
hooks for skateboards and hand-painted cutting boards 
and skate decks. She also sells her fine art photography 
and acrylic paintings on canvas.

Outer Spaceways If “whimsical” and “cutesy” aren’t exactly your style; these 
Traverse City-based vendors may have something more to your liking (although their 
bias cut skirts sporting a curious cat face could probably be described as “cute”). Their 
iignature product is a collection of well-constructed messenger bags, which come in 
wide variety of colors and patterns and each embroidered with a differently colored 
chigan patch in the corner. They’re also known for their unique T-shirts donning 
appy lines like “Your favorite band sucks,” and pop culture icons cut from vintage bed 
eets. Messenger bags are $70, tees range from $10 to $20. They also make handmade 
:sses, skirts, wallets and other goodies at a wide range of prices.

Sew ewe-nique Designs Handcrafted jewelry, 
knitted wears, hand-spun fibers, and hand-dyed fibers all 
together creates sew ewe-nique designs. Begun in March 
2011, designer Kelly Haug has slowly built up her craft 
business to incorporate all of the forms of media that she 
loves. Visit her online store at www.kdobek2.etsy.com 
and check out her craft booth during the Downtown 
Traverse City Arts & Crafts Fairs this summer.
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Stephen Ballance
CHD9K Art Instructor

Favrotie Songs
Leonard Cohen "Sisters of Mercy"
Bob Dylan "Desolation Bow"
Emmy Lou Harris "Michelangelo" 
Jeffrey Foucalt "One Part Love"
Jim Crockett (NMC professor)"

Sunlight through Swallows' Wings'

on Tiechman
Math Instructor •

Favrotie Songs
A Perfect Circle "The Noose"
Primus "My Name is Mud"
Blue October "Weight of All the World" 
Manchester Orchestra "I've Got Friends 
Muse "Unnatural Selection"

Favrotie Songs
Breathe Owl Breathe "Parrots in the Tropical Trees 
Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zones "Home" 
Greg Brown "Anything"
Glenh Miller "Moonglow"
Breathe Owl Breathe "Dragon"

Lisa Blackford
'*€**>*»*« ‘ , Social Work InstructorOKOBfitAZ • • • -

Professors'
Playlists

Rent it or forget it
KENDALL KAYE SPRATT
A&E Editor

f— 1^0 WS/ « W

■ «• • ■ I*

Mt.tsketeeeS

“The Three Musketeers” is based on the book novel 
“Les Trois Mousquetaires” by Alexandre Dumas. In 
this film the Musketeers have been down on their 
luck ever since a mission went awry a year ago when 
the woman Athos loved, betrayed them. It is at this 
time that Young D’Atragnan comes to Paris from 
his family’s farm to become a Musketeer like his 
father. Athos tells D’Atragnan that the musketeers 
are obsolete because they do not have a worthy 
cause. Then they discover a plan that the Cardinal 
has devised with the help of Milady, the woman who 
broke Athos’ heart, to start a war between France and
England and take more control of the French government. The Musketeers and 
D’Atragnan rise to the occasion. The acting was really good. Each actor became 
their character and despite the rather large cast not one actor outshined another. 
They shared the screen very well. This movie had the perfect blend of action, 
adventure, humor, romance and handsome men! Released on DVD March 13.

Rated: PG-13 for sequences of adventure action violence 
Runtime: 110 mins

There are also several Oscar noms and winners coming to 
DVD this month that you might want to check out.

The Descendants out on DVD March 13—Rated R 
for language including some sexual references. Starring 
George Clooney, Shailene Woodley, Amara Miller, Nick 
Krause, Patricia Hastie

The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo out on DVD’ March 
20— Rated R for brutal violent content including 
rape and torture, strong sexuality, graphic nudity, 
and language. Starring Daniel Craig, Rooney Mara, 
Christopher Plummer, Robin Wright

a** 'l‘-a ■
UPFFTS

The Muppets out on DVD March 20— Rated PG 
for some mild rude humor. Starring Jason Segel, Amy 
Adams, Chris Cooper, Rashida Jones

Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close out on DVD
March 27— Rated PG-13 for emotional thematic 
material, some disturbing images, and language. Starring 
Tom Hanks, Thomas Horn, Sandra Bullock, Zoe 
Caldwell, Dennis Hearn, Paul Klementowicz
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A rewind with Whitney

■
 JONATHAN WYLLYS
Press Staff Writer

Soon after news of her unexpected death last month, Whitney Houston went from 
being labeled a "troubled former superstar” to a legendary voice the music industry 
lost too soon. Not surprisingly, interest and sales of Houston’s music soared; her 2003 
greatest hits compilation moved more than 200,000 copies and reentered the Billboard 
music charts at number four.

Presently, Houston had no plans to record new music. Her next project was a 
remake of the film Sparkle, and she hadn’t made waves in the music world since her 
2009 album “I Look to You.” The album produced one Top 20 hit, “Million Dollar 
Bill,” and was met with generally favorable critical reviews, although, both fans and 
industry professionals noticed that Houston could no longer hit the notes that first led 
to her being labeled “The Voice” in the late eighties.

Perhaps then, if music fans would like to remember Houston for her talent over her 
tabloid troubles, they should log into their iTunes account or, better yet, hit a record 
store and pick up her sophomore album, “Whitney.” Released in 1987, it propelled 
Houston to superstardom after her self- titled debut album led the music world to stand 
up and take notice two years before.

Executive-produced by her longtime mentor, Clive Davis, Whitney showcases 
both impressive vocal range and emotional intuitiveness. Some of the songs might not 
necessarily stand up on the radio today, but this music was made when artists were really 
around to sing songs, not design perfumes, make flashy music videos, and find fans 
based on Twitter or Youtube.

It's easy to see how Houston became known for her vocal abilities. Even songs that 
seem like filler, like the up-tempo “Love Will Save the Day,” and the droopy ballad “Just 
the Lonely Talking Again,” are worth listening to just to hear how effortlessly Houston 
sails from high notes to low and back again.

But it is for four number-one tracks that the album contains that make it a classic. 
Interestingly, Houston didn’t sing straight-up love songs; most were about almost 
finding it, having it or losing it, and being confused by it. Although she wasn’t known 
for writing her own songs, Houston demonstrated a knack for choosing songs that 
masked a deeper feeling in between a catchy chorus or before or after a saxophone solo. 
“Didn’t We Almost Have it All” is one of the best songs on the album, with Houston 
warbling about almost finding her one and only. “So Emotional” is a cheeky dance 
song where Houston explores a relationship that brings more confusing emotions than 
anything else. Probably the best-known song on the album also opens it: “I Wanna 
Dance With Somebody Who Loves Me” finds Whitney singing about wanting to be in 
love but not actually experiencing it with the skills of a master performer.

Maybe there were clues that led to Whitney’s eventual downfall due to personal 
struggles brought on by drug dependency and emotional turmoil based on the songs 
she sang. Most carried a message of trying to find love, or overcoming personal struggle. 
Maybe it was the inner demons that led to Whitney becoming the woman who would 
be known for decades as The Voice, and maybe even for decades afterward if we 
remember albums like “Whitney.”

Where is he now: 
Macaulay Culkin

■ KAYLA BELL
Press Staff Writer

Iconic child star Macaulay Culkin earned his fame in the movies “Home Alone” 
(1990), “Uncle Buck” (1989), “My Girl” (1991), and “Richie Rich” (1994). But Culkin’s 
childhood was a far cry from the larger-than-life persona he portrayed on screen. He 
attended a private Catholic school and had a difficult relationship with his mother and 
father. His father doubled as his manager as well. Times were especially trying when his 
parents entered a messy financial dispute over custody of the children and of Culkin’s 
fortune. The situation grew so heated that a judge was brought in, his father was fired as 
manager and the money was withheld until the boy’s 18th birthday. In 1998, he married 
actress Rachael Miner. After a number of personal tragedies (his parents’ troubles, the 
death of his sister Dakota in a car crash, and the death of his half sister from a drug 
overdose), he returned to movies in 2000, separated from Miner and later divorced in 
2002. He then began dating actress Mila Kunis, best known for her role in “That 70s 
Show.” He reinvented himself in the movie “Party Monster” (2003) based on James St. 
James’ book “Disco Bloodbath: A Fabulous but True Tale of Murder in Clubland.” In 
the film, Culkin played a man named Michael Alig
who grew up in a rural area with the dreams of 
“money, success, fame, and glamour,” which 
could only be attained by becoming a club 
kid in New York City.

In 2004, Culkin was arrested for 
possession of marijuana and two 
controlled substances. He then released 
a book entitled “Junior” (2006) 
published by Miramax Books. It’s a 
quirky, scattered, mock-memoir, told 
through his stream of consciousness.
His next major role came in the film 
“Sex and Breakfast” (2007), a romp
through two unhappy couples’ interesting 
way to come back to one another. Culkin 
currently resides in Queens, New York and 
DJs monthly at the club Le Poisson Rouge 
in New York City’s West Village. It’s 
rumored that he will be starring in 
the upcoming British military film 
“Service Man,” set to be released 
next year.

CONTACT US:
121 S, Garfield Ste C, Traverse City
231-929-3488
www.know4sure.org

Information on Abortion  ̂Pregnancy?
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bmftWHKW UM«l|»SITt S CLASS Of 12 TRAMSf Eft STUDENT. ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION MAJOR

Jillian has aspirations to become 
the CEO of a large company.
Challenging classes, employment and internship, opportunities and a 
desire to ascend business ranks made Jillian's choice easy; Western 
Michigan University To get there, ghe needed a plan —a smart one. 
She began at a community college, obtaining an associates degree 
before transferring to Western, where the coursework is preparing her 
for grad school. As a student ambassador and intern in tfte admissions 
offtee^she's already gaining experience to prepare her for a career. Her 
goals are~fofty, but atWMU, they're attainable

SMART BENEFITS FOR THE WMU 
TRANSFER STUDENT

230 academic programs 
Research involvement with faculty 

Transfer scholarships available 
On-campus transfer student housing

One of America’s ‘Bes+ National Universities”
— U,B. News & World Report

(269) 387-2000 • WMICH.EDU/TRANSFER Western Michigan 
University
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No direction, but 
One Direction

I KENDALL KAYE SPRATT
A&E Editor

One Direction is a British-Irish boy band that formed in 2010 when after 
auditioning for The X Factor, they were rejected as individuals, but instead judges 
felt like they would be better as a group. They were right, because the group went 
to place 3rd in the competition and received a record deal. There is no doubt that 
these boys are talented, but what really helped them gain popularity besides the 
fact that they are attractive is that each week they were on The X Factor and they 
posted video diaries were their fun, quirky and sweet personalities were on display. 
They talked about their previous performance and answered questions from their 
growing fan base. The boy band members are the hilarious Louis Tomlinson, 
Harry Styles with his trademark curly hair, Irishman Niall Horan, lead singer 
Liam Payne and sexy Zayn Malik. After The X Factor, One Direction debut 
single, “What Makes You Beautiful”, was released in September 2011, and peaked 
at number one in the UK and charted in the top ten in several international 
markets. Their debut album, Up All Night, came out in November 2011, and 
debuted at number two on the UK Albums Chart, selling 138,631 copies.

And now, One Direction has made it across the pond to us. Their album 
became available on March 13 on iTunes, Amazon and your local entertainment 
stores. They have been taking America by storm and it won’t be long until you’ll 
be hearing these boys all over the radio and with talent and catchy pop songs like 
theirs, I won’t be disappointed.

Up All Night has 13 tracks. “What Makes You Beautiful” has been getting 
lots of playing time lately and is a catchy, fun song that you can’t help singing 
along to. “One Thing” is another song that will soon make its way to the radio. It 
is another great song.

They have several music videos on youtube plus you can watch their video 
diaries which are really funny and are a good way to get to know the band. You 
can also keep track of them at www.onedirectionmusic.com or on facebook. You 
can also follow the band and the individual members on twitter .

Zackey: Middle East meets Midwest
PAULBAHLE
Press Staff Writer

Located in Traverse City’s Front Street district, Zakey boasts to be the 
town’s only Middle Eastern eatery. Owner and general manager Nabiel Musleh 
opened the small, six-table restaurant in 2008 and Zakey will celebrate its four- 
year anniversary this coming August.

“Me and [my son Adam] came up with the name because he asked me 
what would taste good in Arabic,” said Musleh.

The name “Zakey” comes from the Arabic translation for “delicious.” 
Musleh has lived in northern Michigan most of his life, but Jordan is his 
homeland. Opening Zakey helped him to honor his roots.

As for experience, Nabiel has gone from Applebee’s to Red Lobster, 
amounting to over 20 years of experience in the food service industry. Zakey 
started out as a small, four-table cottage on Three Mile Road. As luck would 
have it, a place downtown became available without needing to finance with a 
bank loan. Now the place features an 80 percent vegetarian menu, all gluten- 
free except for items made on pita bread.

When asked about a chef’s choice dish, Nabiel says lamb is a favorite. “No 
one else really knows how to cook lamb.”

Location: 149 E. Front Street.

For Reservations & Take Out, Call 421-5472

11 a.m.-8 p.m., Mon-Thur
11 a.m.-9 p.m., Friday & Sat. Live Belly Dancer Entertainment 
11 a.m.-7 p.m., Sunday

Miyamoto Musashi and 
the way of perseverance

■
 MATHIEU ST. CHARLES

Press Staff Writer

A BOOK OF FIVE
MIYAMOTO MUSASHI

s

THE CLASSIC GUIDE 
TO STRATEGY

The Ovt'rJutifc Tress

“A Book of five rings” was written 
by Miyamoto Musashi during the 17th 
century. Miyamoto Musashi was born in 
1584 when Japan was still in a period of civil 
war. During this time, samurai would duel 
whenever presented with the opportunity.
The samurai would train vigorously and 
follow a strict training system of kenjutsu, 
which means “sword techniques”. Musashi 
trained but also had his own ideas on how 
swordsmanship in feudal Japan should 
be. Musashi was also an artist later, which 
he mentions in his book, to bring balance 
in ones life. Musashi fought and won 
many duels and from this he gathered the 
knowledge for his book. Musashi talks about 
his unique two-sword style that was ahead 
of its time. Although samuris could hold a 
sword in either hand to fight, at this time
they usually just held the sword even though they would carry two swords.

This book is divided into sections based on the 5 Japanese elements of earth, water, 
wind, fire, and void. The philosophy in this book can be applied to everyday life as well, for 
example, being successful in your profession or skill, such as martial arts. The samurai mind 
is set in terms of how training should be applied in today’s world.

Perseverance and diligence will help you excel in any field of study. Musashi talks about 
balance when one trains in a skill such as the martial arts one should also pursue an art such 
as music or painting. This is the balance of expression and discipline, too much strict training 
and no expression takes the human element out of life. With that being said, self expression 
is important which is why Musashi notes this in his book. His ideas on training can be 
applied to more than just swordsmanship; it can be applied to athletics or studies. It’s almost 
as if he had an idea of the “renaissance man” when he talks about a balance between martial 
skill and artist skill. To put it into perspective, if one focuses on techniques only to strike 
down an opponent, they will be acting out in violence, but, if a balance of self-expression anc 
art is present, then one can practice sword technique with balance. Musashi said: “the way is 
in training, one must continue to train,” this is a very valid point. Skills are perishable and must 
be practiced. Everything from martial arts to mathematical concepts must be practiced or they 
will be forgotten. For the martial artist, this book is almost a training manual, since Musashi 
talks about practicing the martial arts as well as his revolutionary new tactics in his references 
to weapons. Musashi was known to throw his wakazashi or short sword in battle, not a very 
well known idea at the time. He talked about not having a preferred foot forward in a fighting 
stance. This basically means to be flexible with your footwork.

Over all, Miyamoto Musashi was a revolutionary martial artist, philosopher and 
artist. His philosophy can help anyone who is training in a field of study whether it is the 
martial arts, like Musashi or in academic studies or art. Musashi emphasizes diligence and 
perseverance, even if this is the only idea that one gets from this book, it will help you 
succeed in life.
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If YOU missed our March 13th Open House, don't 
worry. YOU haven't missed YOUR opportunity to 
meet with our advisors and admissions experts.
We invite YOU to schedule an appointment by 
email, phone, on our website - or drop in and 
introduce YOURSELF! Our office is in Suite 100 
in the University Center here on YOUR campus.

If YOU have been waiting for the right time to 
finish YOUR degree or start working toward it, 
YOUR time is now. Find out how YOUR credits 
can transfer to a bachelor's degree. See how Ferris 
works to provide financial aid so YOU can earn 
YOUR bachelor's degree locally and affordably.

Come talk to us about YOUR future at Ferris State 
University in Traverse City.
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